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"Dr. Floyd, I hope you don't.think I'm being too inquisitive,
but perhaps you can clear up the great big mystery about what has been going on up here.

Stanley Kubrick

Folic action halt
SaraTaggart
Editor in Chief
In response to tlie
snow
that blanketed the campus this week, stu
dents of The College of Wooster sought to
fast-accumulat- ing

fulfill a lasting tradition that is a rumor
each winter; filling the Kauke Arch with
snow.
do so,

This year, there was enough snow to
and students quickly united in an

It is this mythical tradition, this Web
page and the picture it provided with
the arch being emptied of snow that,
inspired students to take advantage of
the sudden influx of winter weather
that struck Ohio this week. As Wooster
students accepted walking through the
several inches of snow that blanketed
campus, filling the arch became a reasonable goal. Within the day on

;

College-traditio-

n

denies, however, that the City
Police were called in to stop
the progress of the students.
"I

don't

think

the

officers called the
City saying, "We need to end
College

everything.'

I

think they

called, because

they needed
some support . . . because, my
guess is, individual behavior

Fe. 13, several events were caused them to question
created on Facebook, inviting students something," Holmes said.
to come forth that night to revive the "But when the officers
k
j
Tlieir attempts were soon paused, howevarrived, and they see a crowd
tradition and fill the arch.
er, as Wooster City Police officers arrived to
size,
a
certain
they
When 10 p.m. Tuesday night came, of
respond a certain way. ...
force the crowd to disperse. With the help of students massed around Kauke Hall,
obedient students, some passionate bagpipers with trash cans, sleds, buckets and shovThey fall directly into whatf
In
and Dean of Students Kurt Holmes, stuels as some of the instruments
tow. ever Jheir procedure 'is; I
(
dents were able to resume their efforts, but Shortly after students began filling the think the students then had
thefilling was paused for about an hour as arch, officers on duty from Safety and
the push-bac- k
response."
back
the
crowd,
police officers held
made Security arrived on the scene.
The police arrive
arrests andfaced hundreds of students, who
Hartschuh, who was presRobert Dible "07 was a part of the
chanted in resounding unity to be allowed to arch filling from shortly after 10 p.m.
ent from about 10:15 p.m. to
continue with tlieir mission.
1:15 a.m., was on the south
"When I got there, everything was
Beginning to fill the arch
going pretty smoothly," he said. "People side of Kauke Arch, when
he saw the Wooster Police
The myth of filling the arch is longwere taking snow into the arch, dump.1.
.v
i
officers enter the south side.
J
standing, but fairly clear. The College's ing it . . . all in an orderly fashion."
hiiii i. r u
About 12 Wooster Police Officers showed up after being called in by
Office of Admissions proudly explains
"I think it was one Security
Reports from several students presthe practice on its "traditions" page. It ent, including Emily Long '08 and officer and two police offithe College's security officers (Photo by Katharine Tatum).
specifies that though a successful filling Jonathan Hartschuh '07, were that
cers, and they just went
of the arch would be satisfying but Security officers were present, but straight into the arch and told everyasking me to leave." Haltiwanger said saw ... Nate Busman being pulled
he tried to explain the tradition to the
unproductive
"hope springs eternal
one to stop what they were doing," he
mainly observing, with some suggesby the police."
said.
. . . and college officials make no attempt
tion that the students should cease fillarresting officer, who was Officer
Busman was arrested for "Resisting
to interfere with the students' efforts.
"My gut reaction was to try and talk Jewell, according to the official police Arrest and Misconduct
ing the arch. According to Holmes, it
at an
And while classes have never been canreport. Despite Haltiwanger's and other Emergency," though Doerr contested,
was Security officers who called the to the police officers, but after seeing
celled as a result, generations of stustudents' protests that they had a right . "Nobody was being particularly unrea- Wooster City Police Department for what they were doing with other students who have taken part in the arch-fillito be there, the officers persisted to sonable. Security was not that pressupport during the incident; they were dents, I thought it was in my best interfestivities remember it as an concerned that student safety would
est not to," said Hartschuh. What he make the crowd disperse.
ent. I didn't even see security the entiref
saw was what Long, Dible, Mike Doerr
event that unites the student body in a become an issue, and worried about
Haltiwanger asked the officer several
time that I was there. At the very start,
'08 and countless other students saw.
powerful way."
times for his name and badge number the officers were pushy, but they didn't
destruction to the building." Holmes
The officers were entering the arch for reference, but claims Jewell refused.
really do anything to us." Doerr speciwhere students were piling the snow, "After my asking again he told me to put fied that the officers with whom he dealt
and attempting to disperse the students my hands behind my back. I did not were not those arresting Haltiwanger
"
present. In the process, they made three want to resist arrest or anything of the and Busman. '
arrests, taking into custody Sam sort and was in no way looking for trou"I did see Nate get arrested," said
Haltiwanger '07, Nathan Busman '09 ble only to fill the arch like many had Doerr. "I didn't see him make any sort
and .Raymond Gaines '08. Haltiwanger tried to in past years. I Was carted off of a motion toward the officer. ..: I saw
was arrested in the arch after attemptto the police station a little while after an officer grab him, t saw another off?
I'M f(.1
'
talk
officers.
Gaines,
this where I remained until I was bailed icer then come to help that officer. They
police
to the
ing to
with
"misconduct
at
who was charged
out around 3:15 in the morning The wrestled him to the ground, they handan emergency," declined to comment to
police report cites Haltiwanger's
cuffed him, they pulled him over a cinoffense as "Resisting Arrest."
the Voice.
der block that's in front of Kauke, and
"When I heard that the police were
From the sidelines, Hartschuh, Doerr then they actually let the 9 unit walk
arriving at Kauke I thought at first that and Dible looked on as the arresting over him. ... That seems really excesit must be a joke as there is no way that officer handcuffed Haltiwanger and sive."
what we were doing warranted a police then moved toward the semicircle of
After arresting Busman, Jewell, then
students now outside the south end of pulled out his tazer and pointed it at
presence," said Haltiwanger.
"Upon
seeing one officer begin to approach the the arch.
everybody who was in the semicircle
crowd on the south side of campus I
Said Hartschuh, "My interpretation
around the south Kauke Arch entrance.
him
to
what
the
that
students
was
inquire
were
the
approached
not
clearing
Dible and others confirmed this, and
left
Dean of Students Kurt Holmes came as police
and
arch fast enough. I saw Sam cuffed and
police presence was for, to which lie
allowed students to continue (Photo by Katharine Tatum).
r
immediately took a harsh tone to me in
being help against the wall. And I also See "Arch, "page2
Tuesday,

effort to complete the feat, meeting at the
arch at 10 p.m. on Tuesday.
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Golf courses' future in question Smith donates kidnev
Trustees, expressing their rejection of
the proposal with 65 against, 16 for and
four abstaining.
Josephine Wright, professor of
music and the Josephine Lincoln
Morris professor of black studies, said
that many faculty members learned
about a plan to affiliate the College with
the country club, "sometime during
line
Winter Exam Week, in a short

country clubs, has been a selective
Copy Chief
organization. The fee structures and
membership procedures have intenTwo golf courses are currently
tionally and unintentionally kept 'undeemployed on The College of Wooster
sirables' out," said Kammcr.
campus the L.C. Boles Golf Course
'These, at various times, being racial
on campus and the Wooster Country
and ethnic minorities and always the
Club, used by the College golf teams.
'lower classes.'"
The future of this situation, however, is
"I believe there is very strong disin question.
Golf course proosals being consid
agreement between COW faculty and
some key College administrators
ered by College of Wooster
is
a
on this issue," said Wright, who
and
in
administrators
trustees are
echoed Hammer's sentiments.
for
the time being as
the rough,
SQme key
and
facuUy
between
"While I am sure that many
J
J
they have received considerable
of
the Wooster
members
amounts of negative feedback
On thlS isSUe."
Club
are solid, upstandCountry
from the faculty.
WRIGHT
JOSEPHINE
ing citizens of this community,
The Wooster Country Club has
PROFESSOR OF MUSIC the Wooster Country Club, as an
voted to pass shareholder legisla- " institution, is in reality a racially
tion, extending a formal invitation "
of membership to the College of statement embedded in a message sent and socially exclusive, private social
Wooster, according to Vice President over the Faculty List Serv by Dean of club that has had no black members to
my knowledge.
for Finance ' and Business Robert the Faculty Shila Garg's office."
"Its history of exclusivity is incomProfessor of Religious Studies
Walton.
The potential for such an' affiliation Charles Hammer is one such member of patible, I believe, with the College's
was met with harsh criticism from the faculty who voiced concern that the mission to promote diversity in all its
some faculty members at their Feb. 5 College would consider affiliating with varied manifestations, which needs to
meeting. Eventually, the body sent the the country club.
See "Golf course," page 8
"Historically the country club, like all
results of a ballot vote to the Board of
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Nick Weiss urges caution for

the United States
with Iran.

page

4.

in dealing

Read more on

awTre-ne-

ss

about living donors, helping her
realize that she did not need to be
For most students and faculty, related to someone in order to donate
donating blood is a good way of givan organ.
Smith researched the
ing back to those in need. Last effects and risks of a transplant as
month, however, Patrice
well as if there was a histoSmith, the administrary of kidney disease in her
tive coordinator for the
family, and recognized that
communication and theshe was fit to donate.
atre departments, went a
In order to help Sherrill
little bit further. In
and to get more information
January, Smith donated a
about donations, Smith conkidney.
tacted the University of
"I feel pretty good. I
Patrice Smith Pittsburgh Hospital trans- know that I am lucky to (COUtleSy phOto) Plant center. Though pre
have recovered so fast
liminary tests snowed mat
and I am grateful for this," wrote Smith and Sherrill were compatible
Smith in an
to her friends and blood types, after Sherrill's blood
family, in reference to her kidney
transfusion during another surgery,
California
donation to
they no longer matched. Smith was
resident Jenna Franks. Smith comupset by the news but wasn't
pleted the transplant on Jan. 16.
deterred from donating to someone
Smith originally had the idea to else in need.
donate after reading an article in The
To answer more medical questions,
Daily Record regarding David Smith was referred to a, donor
Sherrill, an acquaintance of hers, Website where her medical questions
who was in need of a kidney transSee "Smith," page 2
plant.
e-m- ail

21-year-- old
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'Liz Miller, Brian Federico and

Jonah Comstock offer opinions on student, faculty and
police conduct on Tuesday
night. See pages 3 and 4.

The article raised Smith's

Caitlin Gillette
Voice Staff
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Staff writer David Yontz
expores a long history of
romance on the
long-ter-

m

College campus.
more on page 5.
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The theatre department will

The men's basketball team is

present

holding onto a

show
the
Desdemona
"Goodnight
(Good Morning Juliet)' from
Feb. 22 to Feb. 24. See
page 6 for details.

lead

one-gam-

e

the NCAC standings
going into the final game
tomorrow. See page 8.
in

.
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Arch
continued from p.

Penn State University Professor of
Geosciences Richard Alley will deliver
a lecture entitled "Possibilities in
Problems: The Good Side of Global
Warming" at the 26th Annual Richard
G. Osgood, Jr. Memorial Lecture in
Geology at the College of Wooster.
The event will be held on Tuesday,
Feb. 20 at 7 p.m. in McGaw Chapel. A
dessert reception will be held following the lecture.
Alley is the author of the Phi Beta
Kappa Science Award of 2001 book
Time Machine and the
The Two-Mi- le
ed

1

heard the officer threaten to use the
tazer. The officer had his tazer in hand
and was moving it back and forth,
pointed at the crowd," said Dible.
Student observers unanimously cited
the police entrance as aggressive.
Hartschuh said, "Pulling tazers and
threatening with tazers was unexpected. I haven't been trained in police
response, but I'm sure that they were
feeling overwhelmed by a crowd so
large. Ultimately, they did back down
and let it be handled internally by

more careful,' and that got interpreted
as 'therefore don't do it,' I don't know.
But somew'here in that is where communication broke down."
Said Holmes, There is a bias when
we call the officers. There's no particular incident that I know of prior riot
control, but I think there is a bias in
that that's when you call them, when
you're in trouble, or when somebody's

school officials."

scholarship policy
California,

Berkeley has created a scholarship for
students ineligible for federal financial

drug convictions.
Over 200,000 students have been
denied financial aid since 1998, when
the penalty was added as an amendment to the Higher Education Act.
While the law was meant to stop substance abuse, the executive director of
Students for Sensible Drug Policy
.feels that it tdntihues llie cycle of
poverty and drug yse by depriving the
nation's mosit Vulnerable students an
education opportunity.
The University of California,
Berkeley joins four other schools, Yale
College,
Hampshire
University,
Swarthmore College and Western
Washington University, in offering
such a scholarship. Over 125 other
student governments have petitioned
Congress for similar action.
"We at Berkeley are happy to help
lead a national movement to eliminate
this harmful and unfair penalty, and
we hope the students from other
schools will continue to get involved,"
said Berkeley student senator David
Israel Wasserman.
aid due to

"

WORLD

Progress made in
North Korea talks
from North

and South

Korea have agreed to resume ministerial talks one day after a breakthrough

tody until approximately 3:15 a.m. In
order to be released, students had to pay
a bail upwards of $775. In order to post

dent body and especially those students
who were subjected to this unnecessary
distress. I truly hope and believe that
Donations to help pay her back can be
this does not represent Wooster and
sent to Xi Chi Psi president Alex was a mistake that can be corrected
Chavetal '07.
without damaging the relationship
In addition, Busman and Haltiwanger
between the College and its students,
who are the future not only of the
are requesting that students who are
willing to serve as witnesses to their' College, but our world."
them
arrest
"My first reaction," said Lafferty '77,
at
nbusnian09wooster.edu and jhalti- - "Was that someone had made a bad
decision and overreacted. ... It was like
Security was completely ignorant of
the tradition, and that showed a lack
of awareness on their part."
Lafferty suggested that the College,
in the future, could have College
authorities alerted to help protect the
doors, maybe by placing plywood or
another guard in front of the doors to
prevent any property damage.
"It does make you kind of wonder
about the cultural mentality that we've
created with ... the show of force being
the way to try to deal with a situation
instead of talking about things . . . first."

bail, a member of the Xi Chi Psi fraternity contacted his mother, who fronted
the bail for the arrested individuals.

.

e-m- ail

"man-handle-
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Briefs compiled by
Alexandra DeGrandchamp

a.m. to 2: 30 p.m. The actual hours
are 7 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. An editor erred.
While we strive for excellence every
week, we too may fall short. Please send
vour corrections to voiceCtO.ivooster.edu.
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Racial questions raised Wooster taken by storm
Golf course
continued from p.

1

take place internally on our campus,
not externally," said Wright.
Wright indicated that the proposal
was presented as a means for preserving faculty, staff and student golf privL.C. Boles Golf
ileges, as the nine-ho- le
Course, listed on the Office of
Admissions Web site as one of many
celebrated Wooster traditions, faces an
uncertain future.
According to Walton, though, this is
a separate issue.
The College has been involved in a
study of the strategic expanyear-lon- g
sion of the campus using a planning
firm Dober, Lidsky and Craig of

financial health of the Wooster
Country Club, despite the
disingenuous statement that the two
issues are independent, I believe that
closing the Boles course without seeking outside affiliation may be the best
course of action," said Peterson in his
statement.'
According to Walton, the L.C. Boles
golf course took in approximately
$50,000 in revenue and had about
$250,000 in expense during the 2(X)5-0- 6
fiscal year, yielding a net loss of
on-its-f-

ace

r
.

;

O

-- I

A

$2(X),000.

11

a
a

-

-

Snow fell on Wooster in record proportions on Tuesday and Wednesday,
causing the College to cancel classes for only the fourth time in Wooster history, and sending Wayne County into a Level Two state of emergency. The
heavy snowfall began early Tuesday morning and was expected to reach 8
inches by noon on Wednesday.
"The fact that we've been closed for a day and a half is actually longer than
,
when we had the blizzard in '77, which just may set a record," said Hayden
Schilling, professor of history. The last time classes were cancelled was on
Photo by Katharine latum; information compiled by Jonah
September. 'llth.
Comstock and Alexandm DcGrandt hamp.
1

Smith travels to California to donate kidney

smitn

continued from p. I
In the Jan. 26 issue "Shack to reox'n
with new manager," we rex)rted that
the Shack's new hours would !e from

.

.

Walton says this loss is similar to the
loss experienced in prior years,
ty
was made at the
although it docs grow as costs increase,
energy-fo- rwhile revenue "remains flat."
arms talks in Beijing, China.
The Beijing talks made strides
Keh Beckett, professor of physical
towards dismantling North Korea's Boston.
education and director of physical edunuclear arms program, but, according
They have proxsed that in the next cation, athletics and recreation said that
to U.S. officials, there is still work to 10 years the College build an expanded golf activity is still scheduled as usual
do. The agreement gives Nortli Korea student recreation center and renovate on the L.C. Boles golf course for the
second half of the spring semester.
50,000 tons of oil if the state shutters Lowry Center," said Walton.
He added that, in order for this to "We have not been instructed to alter
its Yongbyon reactor in 60 days.
Another 950,000 tons of fuel will be happen, parking spaces would need to or cancel those classes."
donated once further steps are taken. be added and that the consulting firm
Men's golf coach Rich Danch said
advised
been
best
locate
has
that the
negotiImplementation had not
that that potential affiliation should
way to
these facilities would be to use 10 to 20 have "virtually no effect on the way in
ated as of press time.
Japan and the United States have acres of land currently occupied by the which the golf team uses the WCC
L.C. Boles Golf Course.
agreed to discuss normalizing diplocurrently."
matic relations with North Korea, and
Both issues are far from being finalCharles Peterson, assistant professor
ized. According to, Walton, chairK'rson
the United States will begin the of Africans studies, was absent from
process of removing Pyongyang from the meeting of the faculty but prepared of the Board of Trustees James
a statement to be read before the vote.
has recommended
Wilson
its list of state sponsors of terror.
that
Peterson stated two concerns, the President R. Stanton Hales meet with a
The two Koreas, still technically at
war, halted talks after North Korea second of which revolved around
variety of campus community groups
tested nuclear missiles last July. finances.
to hear their views regarding both the
"If this decision is influenced or potential affiliation between the
South
Leaders
from
Korea's
Unification Ministry will meet with motivated by the closing, due to finanCollege and the country club and the
cial losses, of the L.C. Boles Memorial
North Korean officials in the North's
uncertainty facing the L.C. Boles Golf
Course.
town of Kaesong to discuss the date of Golf course and the questionable
the new talks.
six-par-

travesty.
"I trust that when cooler heads prevail, there will be an apology to the stu-

Long was upset by the police
entrance: "It was really hostile," she
said. They were pushing people out of
the way. They said, 'Get away from the
arch, back off now.' If you tried to ask
them a question, they just said, 'Back
off.' ... It spiraled out of control from
there." Long said it was obvious people
were being
Dible said he intends to press assault
charges. "I just don't like getting shoved
around because I ask an officer for his
name," he said, "Especially considering
Lafferty claims he had a wonderful
he
the fact that responded to my request
experience at Wooster and knows that
touch
me by shoving me
his daughters enjoy many benefits from
to please not
hard in the chest." No further informathe College. "Hopefully," he said, "Most
tion was available at press time of any
folks will realize that this is an examcharges pressed against the Wooster
ple of how not to deal with things."
Holmes himself was invited to fill the
City Police Department or its officers.
nmrtu it-mrr r vm
Holmes diffuses the situation
arch on Facebook, as well, and said he
Despite the events of the night, students, under, the direction and other members of Wooster faculty
"I don't think anyone went looking
for the conflict last night; I do think that
of Kurt Holmes, were eventually able to fill the arch up to the and staff were anticipating the event,
there was some miscommunication
given their knowledge of the tradition
ceiling with snow (Photo by Katharine Tatum).
within the Security office about what
and the level of devotion students have
the message was supposed to be," said in trouble."
to practicing it.
wangerwooster.edu, respectively.
Holmes- said Captain Edwards did
Dean of Students' Kurt Holmes.
"I think generally, it's not a bad
The future of the Tradition
Past years of attempts to fill the arch call him Wednesday morning to emphaChristy Lafferty '07 and Julie Lafferty thing," said Holmes. He did," however,
have extended to greater suffocation of size "how well things went once we
'09 called their father on Tuesday night.
express concern for the snow in the
started communication directly with Scott Laflerty '77 expressed his disapthe building proper, Holmes explained.
arch melting. ... "It's not bad to do it, we
students." Holmes said, "I was very pointment and embarrassment at the just can't let . . . the activity cause damThree years ago, students were carryimpressed with student response." College and City reaction to the student
ing furniture into the arch and blocking
dollar building,
age to this multi-milliEdwards and the officers left shortly attempt. He immediately wrote an
other doors, which created a fire hazard.
especially this year."
that the College after filling the arch resumed. Holmes
He stressed
to Holmes,' President R. Stanton
"I was really pleased," Long said of
Administration has, in the last few was present until 2 a.m., and said "all Hales and Dean of Admissions Derek Holmes' reaction. "I was worried about
'
was quiet."
Gueldenzoph. Lafferty has allowed the
years, tried to make it very clear that
what he was going to say ... I wasn't
Voice
well
Holmes,
all
as
the
student
as
students
his
camaraderie
this
which
read:
to use
letter,
they support
expecting such a positive reaction."
ithat an sqtiylty like the filling the arch
"At this moment I must say that I am
reporter interviewed, declined to call
Despite a foreboding response to this
Tradition has never been to the incident at Kauku Arch a f iot,
..builds
both for the year's attempt at carrying out WoosJjt
extremely
block thtuoWs or move furniture "Our'
tiut police report offti , College Wl ifi a'aluniriiyi.
Our j winter .TrHtion, students ajidadminisT
cites
incident
world is far too full of fear and acrimothe
as a riot.
standing order with Security was, dally
tration do not appear to be giving up on
'Make sure they don't block all the
Despite that the police arrived at the ny these days and extending it to the the idea of the future attempts.
w
doors, and don't let
scene at 10:29 p.m. and left after 12:19
... be
point of confronting our students with
Weather permitting, the tradition will
stuffed in there.' I know by the time the a.m., the arrested students were in cus-- police dogs for having harmless fun is a
be repeated.
---

Berkeley changes
The University of

h

comstock
Andrew vogeu

r-imt

tic

NATIONAL

Leaders

police got there, they understood that
their orders were to stop this."
They knew it was all new" said
Holmes, "And whether they heard 'Be

.

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change. His work focuses on the
records, dynamic and sedimentary deposits of large sheets of
ice with an aim toward understanding
the history and present state of the
climate system.
Previously, Alley has served as a
chair on the Abrupt Climate Change
for the National Research Council and
has testified before the Senate. He has
won several awards for excellence in
teaching and his contributions to the
understanding of Earth's climate system. Alley's lecture is sponsored by
the Department of Geology and The
Environmental Action and Analysis
Program.
pale-oclima-

Editors-Jona-

Three students arrested before Dean's arrival

CAMPUS
Alley delivers lecture

United-Nations-back-

section
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Voice

Friday,

were answered by a woman named
contained a link
Karol, whose
at the bottom reading "kidney for
Jenna." The link revealed the story of
a girl named Jenna who had a rare
genetic disease that started in her
early teens, leading her to kidney
failure. Jenna had been on dialysis for
e-m- ails

three years and was looking for
someone to match her blood type.
Smith claimed, "once you read the
story you're sucked in," and after
learning that Jenna was her correspondent Kami's daughter, Smith
made the decision to donate.
Smith then proceeded to put her
name on the donor list for Scripps
Hospital in La Jolla, Cal. After having tests to ensure that her kidney

.

would be compatible, Smith and her
husband Jeff flew to California in
November to meet the Frank family
and returned to La Jolla on Jan. 12
for the transplant.
Though Smith was nervous the
day of the surgery, the support of
her family, friends and colleagues
helped put her at ease. The surgery
was painful with uncomfortable side
effects, but on the day of the trans- -

plant Jenna's new kidney started
working immediately.
Smith recovered quickly, and as an
active swimmer, runner and spinning
instructor, has already begun training for her next marathon. She was
happy to report that Jenna's recovery
also went well, and they will contin- ue to keep in contact with one anoth- er in the hopes of having an East
Coast reunion soon.
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Winter Gala a success
The Voice thanks Activities

CreW,

Hospitality Services and Lowry Staff

Thanks to the Wooster Activities
Crew (WAC) and the dedicated staff of
Lowry Center, Winter Gala 2007 was a
successful and enjoyable event for
Wooster students.
The event took place last Saturday in
Lowry from 10 p.m. - 1 a.m. and featured the band City Slim and the
Zydeco Hogs. The Mardi
event, held in the "Lowry Ballroom,"
resembled the traditional Gala event
with a New Orleans kick.
The otherwise drab Lowry cafeteria
was disguised by colorful decor and
formally attired students. The traditional cheesecake, topped with colorful
hues to add to the theme, was delicious
as usual. And those attendees who
opted for a tangible memory had their
pictures taken and placed in a
A large dance floor invited students to dance the night away in
Mardi Gras style. The event was
planned to perfection.
Winter Gala isa wonderful Wooster
tradition that many students cherish. It
is fiin to see other students in a context
Gras-them-

ed

key-cha- in.

jj

away from the classroom and to meet
and spend time with students in differ
ent social circles.

This event promotes unity among
Wooster students and allows students
to depart from the typical Saturday
night, whatever that may be, to have a
night of fun, dancing and cheesecake.
It is an event that adds color and
excitement to the boring and seemingly-endless
Wooster winters, filled with
midterms and papers.
The Wooster Voice would like to thank
all who contributed to the preparation
and execution of this fine event, especially W.A.C. and the Lowry Center
staff. The dedicated Lowry staff
worked tirelessly, coming early to set
up and staying late to clean. Because of
these people, this event was made possible.
We would like to recognize the hard
work it took to put this event together.

The extensive planning was integral to
the success of the event and the Voice
thanks you for keeping this treasured
Wooster tradition alive.

i

A new nuclear policy
Stopping the proliferation
Nuclear weapons have been the
most peculiar of any means of war
that man has ever designed. Once
their power was realized, they were
produced in extraordinary numbers
not for offensive purposes but,
rather, to deter
attack.
Therefore, these
weapons warranted
the most unique
type of foreign policy strategy ever
ryanhand
created.
When the nuclear arsenals of the
Soviet Union and the United States
grew to a point that expansion provided no greater deterrent but only
instability, arms limitations treaties
were drafted to enhance the security
of all nations involved.
These negotiations were based on
the premise of mutually increased
security. However, that dynamic
changed with the end of the Cold
War, when the Soviet Union was no
longer the sole influence for American
nuclear policy.
When North Korea detonated its
first nuclear weapon on Oct. 9, 2006,
nuclear policy was forced to change
more quickly than it had since the
Soviet Union tested their first
1

J

North Korea in return for a highly
regimented process of permanently
disabling its nuclear reactors over a
very short time period. With progressive steps the process will also be
linked to enormous economic and
political concessions.

In the case of North Korea, restoration of normal relations with several
nations including the United States
and possibly a peace treaty to the
Korean War, which has never officially ended.

This is an important precedent
because it demonstrates a viable
avenue for reversing the proliferation
of nuclear weapons in the international system.
The groundwork for this type of
negotiation was laid after the fall of
the Soviet Union to remove the
nuclear weapons from the various
new nations which suddenly possessed them.
These negotiations represent the
next step because the Soviet states did
not want their nuclear weapons; to
them such weapons were an economic
and moral burden, while North Korea
views them as an essential asset.
As a result, the concept of developed nations making concessions
was forced to expand exponentially
for a nation that wanted its nuclear
weapon.
The reason for the drastic change, program.
The catch is that this security is
when North Korea tested its weapon
coming at a price. It provides an
and not when India or Pakistan tested
incentive for developing nations to
theirs, was the fact that North Korea
invest aggressively in the developto
develop
nation
the
first
was
rogue
ment of nuclear weapons as a springsuch a weapon.
and
board into the upper echelons of the
time,
deterrence
in
At this point
of
global economy as a result of these
the
premise
arms negotiation on
concessions.
no
was
mutually increased security
Thus a potential for reversing prolonger viable.
is developed while another
liferation
This week, the first concrete steps
for
increasing it is created.
were taken to develop a policy for incentive
arms negotiation with nations that do
not have normal diplomatic relations Hyan is a regular contributor to the Voice.
with much of the developed world. He can be reached for comment at
Energy concessions were promised to rhaml08wooster.tdu.

The Voice welcomes letters to the editor

Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addition, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
to voiceviewpointswooster.edu
Please send letters via
mail
to
3 187, The Wooster Voice, College
hard
by
be
sent
also
can
Letters
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44691.
of Wooster, Wooster.
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Editorial cartoon by Julia V. Hendrickson. Send comments tojhendrickson08wooster.edu.

Police response was totally unnecessary
Filling the Kauke arch is a tradition
away from the arch and establish their
The events on Tuesday night united
that dates back decades and, on perimeter, as is their standard operatthe student body, but certainly not in a
Tuesday, hundreds of Wooster stuing procedure for dealing with large way that was intended.
dents arrived to help carry it on. The unruly crowds. However, I will point
Security must know about the arch- entire campus by now must know out that the filling of the arch was not filling tradition. I bet many officers
about the events that followed. The unruly. In fact, despite lacking clear and Wooster residents know about it,
local law enforce
leadership, the event moved smoothly too. I have never heard of any unruly
ment ' made an and peacefully. There was no behavior behavior at arch-fillievents, nor
that warranted the necessity of police have I ever heard of Wooster police
unexpected appear.
ance and by the end forces.
officers showing up to arrest students.
of the ordeal three
At this point, the students on the Unfortunately, this is another botched
south side were threatened with a security incident. If Security had
students had been
arrested, and stutazer, one arrested, followed by anothopened up a channel with students,
brianfrederico
dents we're threat
er and then a third on the north side. there would havev been no need to
ened with a tazer. This should never Now they were taking prisoners and bring in police officers. If the police
have happened and I'll explain why.
the crowd was getting angry. They officers had talked with students
I understand that there should have
rather than arriving looking for a conunwisely retaliated by. throwing snowbeen some form of security present.
balls and beer cans. When armed offifrontation, there would have been no
officers
stushould
One or two security
cers are threatening and arresting
problem. Dean Holmes would have
have been there to make sure no damidea
be
dents, it's a stupid
to
throwing been able to get a full night's sleep
things at them. It did not help our without being awakened in the middle
age was done to the building, and that
no one was hurt in the event. I could
cause and it only made aggressive offi- - of the night to hear that his students
even understand if
were being injured
"... this is
one or two police
botched Security incident, and arrested
officers had been
the
was no need
none at all
to
Police
Wooster
there doing the ...
same thing.
in
police, to use force and to block Department owes the
I recently
critiFTrXtiK-Ttubody from its
cized campus secu
body which tried to
rity for not follow- cers even more so. Those that threw peacefully engage in its tradition and
ing certain procedures for the hanand most importantly
to
second
things got what they deserved.
dling of vandalism on campus, and
now, again, I must point out the very
My personal thanks goes out to the students who were injured.
There was no need
none at all
serious errors made here. This is Dean Holmes, who arrived, clearly
becoming the norm, rather than the just awakened and pulled from bed, to to bring in aggressive police, to use
force and to block the student body
exception.
try to defuse the situation. He negotiCampus security put a call to the ated with the officers, then, quieted the from its traditions. If Security needed
crowd and told us that we could conlocal police department and Wooster's
to address the student body, there
tinue to fill the arch in an orderly fashwere students present who hold sigpolice officers arrived on the scene
nificant sway and were willing to talk.
and immediately began pushing their ion. The crowd complied and the trashovfulfilled
If there had been someone with a bulldition
further
without
crowd,
the
bodily
was
way through
horn
incident.
of
the
students
to at least explain the situation
out
way.
ing some
the
the
the
arch,
crowd, the use of force would
When passing
tour guides to
Others were trying to speak with
arch-fillihave
been unnecessary. There was no
officers to get a rapport going with
are instructed to mention the
traditions to prospective students. need to "shoot first and ask questions
them; however, they were threatened
with arrest and imprisonment if they I knew about the tradition years later." I hope that Security can find
better ways to work with the student
continued speaking. In my experience, before I even filled out the application.
no students were verbally abusive The Wooster Web site reports that body rather than calling in armed offitowards the officers when they first "College officials make no attempt to cers to arrest us.
interfere with the students' efforts"
arrived. They came without warning
and were clearly not interested in and that "Generations of students ... Brian is a Viewpoints editor for the Voice.
remember it as an event that united lie can be reached for comment at bfred-speaking with students.
erico09wooster.edu.
Officers then began to move people the student body in a powerful way."
I

ng

another

'

There
aggressive
the student

bring

traditions'
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ng

Students' composure commended
There are a lot of places to cast
the blame for the events of Tuesday
night, and doubtless some will try to
cast it at the students of Wooster. I,
however, want to applaud the behavior of the students.
The problem on
Tuesday
night
was that the police
came to Wooster
to deal with a riot
and, because the
nnlirp ramp, ihev
jonahcomstock
,
,
nearly rfound one.
Students who had been peacefully
working together to
fill the arch became
defensive when it
and
looked as if their

n

r X-

standing Wooster
tradition might be
denied
them by
seemimrlv irrational

ly ugly. With fewer than 10 officers
and several hundred students, we

could have tried to overpower the
officers and rush the arch. The whole
crowd could have thrown snowballs
at the police.
It occurred to many of us present
that a concerted effort could have
been effective.
But the vast majority of students
used their brains and adopted peaceful forms of protest
diverting
their efforts to covering Double
Core, for instance, or merely standing their ground while respecting

break police lines, and a few threw
snowballs past the officers into the
arch, most were levelheaded from
beginning to end. The students who
showed up in the window of Kauke,
at the time thought to be belligerent
students trying to oppose the police,
turned out just to be watching a
movie for class. .
At every turn, it was the police,
citiwhose alleged job is
w
zens and keep the peace, ho escalated the situation.
The filling of the Kauke arch with
snow is supposed to be about stu- dentN
workinir

of students used their
Tne vast majority
J
J
brains
adopted peaceful forms of protest
diverting their efforts to covering Double Core,
for instance, or merely standing their ground
..
...
wlule respecting police lines.

police actions.
When the police proved unwilling
to discuss the situation with the students, who made every attempt to
talk things out with the officers, people defied instructions to back down
and didn't abandon their efforts until
it became clear that the officers
would use force to prevent further
work on the arch.
At another school, this is the part
w here things could have gotten real- -

to-frrotr-

ct

l
toeet,H;r ,
accomplish a goal.
Before the police

there
Despite
being no clear
K.au,r everyone
knew what to do
behave
how
had
and
the
to make things
lines.
Even
to
bagpipers
police
After
the
idea,
a
police came,
the right
run smoothly.
statement
making
students
the
composed themselves
rather than making trouble.
These students recognized that to the same way.
openly defy the police, though it ' Though I'm disappointed at the
might seem noble or cool, would events of Tuesday night, I am proud
really just make a bad situation of Wooster and the students present
worse, and it was the self control of should be proud of themselves.
these Wooster students, not of the
Jonah is a Sni'S editor for the Voice. He
Wooster police, that kept this situacan be reached for comment at jeam-sttion from becoming an actual riot.
loivooster.edu.
Though a few students tried to
.

.
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WPD enemy of arch
Nothing brings together Wooster
students like its traditions. The Office
of Admissions Web site boasts of tlie
IS. March, the nine-ho- le
golf course
and, of course, filling the Kauke Arch
with snow. At around 10:30 p.m. on
Feb.
the
13,
Wooster
Police

Department

Editorial cartoon by David Duncan. Send comments to dduncanwooster.edu.

Energy drinks are not energizing
Actual energy that your body can use
to do work is related to with the bonds

processes in your body.
There is also the psychosomatic efTect

between

atoms breaking. Sugars or
carbohydrates are the molecules that,
when broken down, produce energy.
This is a different definition than
what energy drink
producers choose to
use. The various

with caffeine, in which drinks that contain it, such as coffee and "energy"
drinks, make you feel more awake. They
make you believe you have more energy.
Using many stimulants in their
drinks and calling it energy is not true.
Energy drinks do not always use false
compounds found in ' advertising though. Many energy
energy drinks are drinks claim to increase your concentra-mostl- y
stimulants
tion and improve mental skills,
and vitamins, not
Glucuronalactone improves memory
sarahgollwitzer
sources of energy as retention and concentration. Many of
their name might suggest.
the vitamins like nicanin and
Take Red Bull, for example. It contothenol are needed to metabolize enertains 110 calories of energy and its gy in cells. Also, the tart flavor additive,
only carbohydrates are sucrose and sodium citrate, has even been linked
glucose.
with increased running performance by
All of the rest of the ingredients are 30 seconds in a 5 km run by the British
amino acids, vitamins or stimulants.
Journal of Sports Medicine (2003).
Tl.. utinmhintc art
,

D-pa-

n-

Energy drinks cannot replace that
much energy in the form of calories,
but they can help lessen the tired
feeling.
Athletes could find energy drinks
useful in how the vitamins can help
metabolize more energy and the sodium
citrate could have a small effect; however, there may not be enough to make a
noticeable difference.

Energy drinks are not a good source
of chemical energy though, and they
will not help replenish lost energy. To
make a comparison in amounts of energy, Coca-Co- la
provides more energy
than Red Bull does. Red Bull contains
110 calories and Coca Cola has 140
calories.

Although it has less chemical energy, the energy drinks contain more
stimulants that give you the tense,
awake feeling.
'
"The
tin.' main source of
in
Energy drinks do
is he,pful not actually provide
falling asleep-Thi- s
you with that much
energy drink.
to those up
studying,
energy from carbohyGlucuronolactone
.
.
r-drates.
r
i
i i
a lack ot sleep Energy drinks do
and caffeine arelboth
nervous
system because those
day before." have a demand
J
stimulants and make
though and serve a
'
feel
one
Although energy drinks do not actu- - purpose in making people feel ener-al-ly
more.energized. The ingredi'
ents guaranme or guarana seed extract
provide your body with much ener- -' gized.
V"T
"
well.
are stimulants as
'gy, they can still help, especially for col
As long as energy drinks contain
Guaranine is simply another, more lege students. The stimulants that are stimulants, then there will still be a
exotic name for caffeine that has been in the drinks can prevent you from demand for them by those trying to stay
extracted from guarana seeds. These falling asleep.
awake through class.
stimulants act in a way that makes one
This is helpful to those up late studyfeel more awake by stimulating one
ing, partying, working or attempting to Sarah is a regular contributor to the
physically and increasing one's heart
function on a lack of sleep because
Voice. She can be reached for comment at
ratei breathing and other chemical
those things happened the day before.
sgollwitzer09wooster.edu.

stimulants that are

I

the drinks can

prevent yfrom
late
partying, working or
...
auempiing to iuncnon on
things happened the

Copyrights are becoming irrelevant
Okay, so this isn't about the often- -

reported
YouTube
phenomenon.
Enough has leen said about it and the
national obsession is starting to get
embarrassing. But, in a way, everything
now seems to relate somehow; regard- less, tne issue is
much larger and
snags along a lot in
its way. Let me get
right to it: we are
living in a universe

Management (DRM) should no longer
be enforced. In Thoughts on Music,"
an essay posted on the Apple Web site,
Jobs writes, "Convincing fjthe major
record labels to license their music to
Apple and others DRM-fre- e
will create
a truly interoperable music marketplace" that "Apple will embrace ...
wholeheartedly." His message is directed principally to "Universal, Sony
BMG, Warner and EMI," which "control the distribution of over 70 fper- cent of the world's music."
It's a start, so keep fighting. And
strip out the idea that this is a dry, technical matter. Ideas are like the
snowflakes that fall as I write this; each
and every one is different from the
other, and none accuse the other of plagiarism. That last part is ludicrous, but
my point is that the clouds from which
they condense and drop downward
resemble the nebula of information and
the larger universe of which they are a
part. But the aging standards of intellectual proerty cannot le reduced into
abstraction.
Back in 199.r, as the commercial
Internet started picking up steam,
Australian academic Brian Martin
declared that among the "negative con- -

with a good, service or company. Trade
secrets cover confidential business
information." For there to be a real
market of ideas, "intellectual products
should not be owned ... instead ideas
are available to be used by anyone who
wants to."
The plagiarism issue is knocked out
because "the most common sort of plagiarism is built into social hierarchies
... fin which there is a pervasive misrepresentation of authorship in which
powerful figures gain credit for the
work of subordinates," like a CEO
speaking for lower-lev- el
directors who
furnished his ideas.
In an interview by Pierre Loiselle
published in Z Magazine, Michael
Perelman argues that the United States
"was founded on the idea that intellectual property rights would be fairly
except for patents, which
were put' into the Constitution more or
less as an afterthought. ... The United
States at the time was a consumer
rather than a producer of intellectual
property so we routinely violated the
intellectual property of others. It was
only when the United States became a
predominate accumulator of intellectual property that intellectual property
rights
become

(WPD) stepped in
to block College of
Wooster students
from participating
lizmiller
in the unofficial
tradition of filling
yet recognized
the Kauke Arch with snow. The entire
matter is ridiculous, and would have
been entirely avoidable better planning
on the behalf of The College.
To avoid being redundant, I'll
instruct those still clueless about the
sequence of events to turn to the News
section for the facts.
Tuesday's Arch filling was the first
time since 2003 that students had completed the task. Based on what I understand to have happened in 2003 (using
lawn furniture and other
objects to fill the space in the
Arch), this year's event was off to a
remarkably safer and more spirited
start than the one preceding it.
Sure, there were the one or two stray
drunks, but the rest of the crowd kept
them in line. Security officers Ken Linz
and Austin Barnthouse (perhaps two of
the most ineffectual officers on the
squad) were present, supervising the
non-water-ba-

sed

event.

At no point did anyone's actions warrant the mass of local police officers,
state troopers and a trusty 9 dog. It
certainly didn't warrant threats of taz-er- s,
actual police brutality and three
'
arrests.
WPD officers detained one student, a
senior philosophy major, after he tried
to reason with the sergeant. He was not
violent with the officer, but offered himself peacefully to be arrested, because
.he was not leaving. Students, outraged,
reacted negatively to this detainment.
If the police were there to prevent
student harm, they did a poor job of it.
By now, I am sure that the general student opinion is that, regardless of the
necessity of the officers' presence, the
WPD"
specifically "Sargeant "Jewell,
who Wrestled 'the' second studentwho
was arrested to the ground
created
the real conflict of the evening.
The WPD officers tried to force students to move back in an attempt to
establish a "line" which could not be
crossed. As officers physically pushed
students back, they were met with
increased hostility due to the actual
contact made with the crowd. The officers threatened the chanting mass with
tazer guns.
Lets
here: the student body
K--

re-c- ap

--

of

so-call-

ed

non-existe- nt

that
Copyright
itself
ofr theft
There
understanding
ownership

ce

revolutionary.

The four members of The College of
Wooster Pipe Band were a nice, defiant
touch, especially as they played a
version of "Scotland the
Brave" in the faces of police officers
and Dean of Students Kurt Holmes.
But the noises being emitted from their
drones were powerful symbols like
flowers placed in the barrels of guns.
The students were in the right to not
leave the Kauke Arch area. We may
have been playing in the snow, but we
are not children, and when we ask for
reason, we should receive it in return.
Rather than reason, students were met
with confusing demonstrations of
snow-clogg-

police idiocy and

black-and-wh- ite

ed

inci-

dent response. This
unfortunately,
not the first time I have seen an embarrassing display like this by Wooster
Police and other nearby units. Seniors
at The College can easily remember
Halloween of 2003, when a half dozen
or more squad cars arrived at Scot
Cottage to break up, yes, a dance party.
They wrestled students to the ground,
took their music and, well, acted as
more of a police force against fun than
anything. In the end, it was Holmes
who was able to calm the nervous, agitated crowd and negotiate with police
officials. It was not the Security officers
who called in the overzealous WPD.
The students removed from
by police, however, were eventually arrested and had to post
upwards of $750 in bail in order to
return to their residence halls on
Tuesday Might, hours after their counin
terparts were able to raise the
to span the height of the
Arch at approximately 12:32 a.m. on
Wednesday. Hopefully, now that the
snow-lovimob has dissolved, the
local and state police forces can go
back to doing more significant tasks to
protect society at large. Perhaps we'll
meet again on I.S. Monday, though I
hope not.
is,

the-crow-

d

snow-mounta-

ng

Lix

is Copy Chief for the Voice. She
can be reached for comment at
millerewooster.edu.

Don't rush the Iran war

More and more evidence continues
to mount against Iran as instigators
and accessories to violence and instability within Iraq. Accusations made
towards the Iranian government,
looked at through lenses of both the
pacifist and the
of media in which
hawk,
become
alexcactoppo
... ,
rr .traditional
notions
every day more
of copyright and even hallowed inteland more legitlectual proerty rights are becoming
imized, more facirrelevant.
tual. The most
One could say that Old Copyright is
recent of these
in itself increasingly a form of theft in
nickweiss
evidence
fragtoday's environment. It might seem
ments; an "explosively formed
r"
itazy to say that, but how do the
(EFP) which is mass produced
ruvinriul holdings of hard media not
by Iran and according to U.S. soldiers
deny a freer, more open nebula of inforis exclusively associated with Shia
mation that "new" media promise?
groups which are a majority in Iran.
Tliero is a wholly novel understanding
Yet even if we believe everything that
of media ownership that escaes the
our administration has since accused
logic of a system struggling to keep up.
the regime of Mahmoud Ahmadi-Neja- d,
Print journalism, for example, is
is the United States then justialready dead. Not as in lifeless, but
fied in what to many seems an
witlKtut any, currency.
inevitable possibility; a war with Iran.
Ideas that are the creation of an
The answer is a sound an unassailauthor still, lclohg to
able yes. If we can prove, definitively,
hiirl or her, of course.
sacrosanct.
that there has been support of groups
"One could say
Old
is in
No, one is taking away
Perelman
adds
U.S. forces in Iraq by the
attacking
n
.
i
i
r.
.i
what
in today s environ- that the innovation Iranian government, then the United
rightfully increasingly a form
lx longs to anyone.
that has given us States is obligated, in defense of their
is a wholly novel
ment. ...
You see, there is no
our prosperity is interests (our soldiers in this instance)
actual pirmy when it
..."
media
violated by our there must be a retaliation.
""" obsessive enforcecomes to mediafile
Perhaps not war, or at least not the
sharing aiid associated trends because
sequences of the ownership of informent of copyright, denying 6ther peototal invasion that we have now come
things like information, and even music,
mation" include the "retarding of innoples' chances to innovate as well. An
to associate with a United States
are more a part of the
vation," in a pajxT entitled "Against
public
alternative he points to is the Creative
response, but if a link can be proved
domain than the holding of barons who
Intellectual Procrty." How is this so?
Commons which is "working hard to between the Iranian governmenf and
make intangible things like thoughts
"Copyright is one of four main types of take information and put it in the public
hostile Iraqi militias niore than our
and notes their own. People should, of intellectual proerty or, in other words,
domain." If we really live in an inforcurrent circumstantial accusations,
course, give credit where credit is due,
ownership of information," Martin
mation age, and really champion free
then the United States must respond
and resxit basic property rights but
explained. "The others are patents markets (with things like YouTulx; ridmilitarily.
there are natural limits
and they
and
trademarks
trade secrets. ing at its crest), the old ideas of copyThis is not a question of the moralhave Ixtn crossed for tcx long. Yet,
Copyright covers the expression of right and intellectual property may
ity of the Iraqi war, nor an indictment
hojttiully, things are starting to turn
ideas such as in writing, music and picsoon face new company.
of the conflict now being pursued by
around.
tures. Patents cover inventions such as
Shia and Sunni in which the United
It looks like they are. On Feb. fi,
Alex is a Fiewpoints editor for the
designs for objects or industrial
States has a large part to answer for.
Apple chieftain Steve Jobs announced
Voice. He can be reached for comment at
processes.
Rather, if Iranian money is going to
that tlx. stranglehold of Digital Rights
Trademarks are symbols associated
acacioppo09wooster.edu.
buy bullets and guns for insurgents
,

was uniting, turning out in greater
force than they probably did for the last
election, to participate in a Wooster
tradition and the police, in riot mode
from the moment they arrived, ended
up creating a gigantic, unnecessary
mess out of a harmless tradition:
Comparisons were drawn to Kent
face-of- f,
State during the student-polisomething that may seem extreme but
only pointed to the ridiculousness of
the entire event. This was not Kent
State; it was an event that will hold historical significance for its student (and,
perhaps Dean's Staff) participants, but
it will not be immortalized in history
texts as anything along the lines of

pene-trato-

and Iranian administration is ordering
advanced weaponry that is killing
troops be they in Iraq, Ohio, or the
moqn, the United States government
cannot sit idly by and allow domestic
politics the politics of withdrawal, to
interfere with a legitimate response.
Not that I blame our politicians for
wanting out of the Middle East. The
conflict has now lasted longer than
the United States' entire involvement
in WWII. But we cannot let our
domestic needs and hopes to cloud our
judgment on this issue facing us now.
A country must respond to an attack
against it, this is an essential truth for
every nation.
But it is not enough, as history has
proven time and again, to go after the
man holding the smoking gun. To feel
safe you then have to go after the man
who gave him that gun, or bomb, or
EFP, and make sure that those who
disperse weapons to your enemies can
do so no longer.
Forget nuclear ambition, and forget
cultural and religious conflict. It
conies down to this: If we can prove
beyond a doubt that the Iranian govin any facet
ernment
has beeti
assisting militias and insurgents who
have attacked United States interests
conflict is necessitated and ensured,
the gloves have to come off and war
becomes a legitimate option.
The question is this: when or if the
link is made, or the association is
proven, will we as a country, tired of a
ceaseless and morally ambiguous conflict, have the stomach to do what is
necessary as a nation and strike back
at those who would harm us? In this
one time, we can perhaps wait for a
smoking gun, but then we have to get
the man who gave it to him.
Nick is a regular contributor to the Voice.

He can be reached for comment at
nweiss09wooster.edu.
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romances blossom on Wooster's campus

Time-teste- d

Married alumni reminisce about first meetings, past memories
David Yontz
Staff Writer
Believe it

or not, some people get

ing with his future wife Robyn Laditka
'01 during orientation of his junior
and her first year.
The first time I laid eyes on my
wife was in
the Lowry dining
room. ..I saw a beautiful young
woman sitting at a table with one of
the freshman football players, so I
casually went over and introduced

more from college than a degree, a
collection of embarrassing stories and
an extended hangover. Yes, startled
reader, in addition to any combination
of the aforementioned keepsakes,
some lucky individuals walk away myself."
from their Wooster graduation with a
Doug wrote of his relationship with
wedding ring.
Robyn, "One of our favorite things to
In light of this fact, and given the do was to take a slow walk around
current romantic atmosphere on cam- campus and just talk. We still do this
pus (Wednesday was Valentine's Day, today, but we now include our
as some of you may have noticed),
Will."
now seems like an ideal time to spread
Kathy Clyde '76 recounts, "I was a
feelings of warmth through sharing' freshman when I first became aware of
tne personal stories ot just a tew ot Billy Clyde '73, a senior soccer player.
these 1,800 alumni couples. Here is a We started dating a year later. By
small sample of the sweet, sweet lovin'
then, he was living on a farm in
that has been procured at Wooster:
Orrville with other recent Wooster
Jon and Laura McGraw Neill "89 grads, and working for Big Brothers
met each other during their first night Big Sisters. When he would meet me
of orientation, in a genuine incidence
on campus, we enjoyed getting root
of love at first sight while attending beer floats at Mom's and taking them
"Casino Night."
up to the second floor of Lowry. We
Jon recalled the auspicious first married over Thanksgiving of my
meeting with fondness.
senior year."
"All I remember was sitting down
Bruce and Anne Hunt '58 enjoyed a
at a blackjack table. Not long afterparticularly' interesting campus
ward, an attractive brunette with an romance.
interesting sense of style walked right
After meeting and falling in love as
up with a friend and started a conversophomores (ironically because of
sation."
Anne trying to help Bruce hook up
"The following Friday night'
with her roommate), the two married
Laura's 19th birthday
we got
during their senior year at Wooster.
together and talked for hours. ..The They then took up residence together
in a unit of the A
rest, as they say, is history."
Taylor Units,
Doug Laditka '99, a former college
one of two compounds built on camfootball player, enjoyed a similar meet
pus for GI's after World War II.
five-month--

.

old,

"We
often
invited students
to join us for a
home-cooke-

.

1

d
V

meal
a
on
Friday night,"
Bruce said, reminiscing ' about
his and Anne's
life as a married
couple at college
"Occasionally,
when the rains

r'
.

!

1

came, we barbecued in
the

1

phone bootli at
the end of the
building." ,
Despite some
skepticism
of
Wooster
the

,
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administration
towards
their
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.
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marriage, Bruce
I
t
i
and Anne suc
cessfully com- - Bruce and Anne Hunt '58 were married during their senior year at The College
pieted their i s. of Wooster and'lived.together in a compound built for GI's following World War
and n (Photo courtesy Bruce and Anne Hunt).
projects
made the Dean's
List their final semester of college.
together has included many exciting in her junior year at Wooster. Life has
been richer because we met, and Ixftter
Sarah W. Vodrey '78, mother of curmoments.
because we still value the ongoing
Julia
"We got arrested together doing
Wooster
rent
student
Hendrickson '08, had much to say civil disobedience during the Reagan adventure of our life together,"
about her profound and eventful relaWe travelled to she said.
administration!
Although love lias no bounds newsCentral America as peace activists,
tionship with Jeff Hendrickson '81.
"We've had the thrill of opening and
travelled to Manhattan and Europe as paper articles have word limits, and
running our own bookstore, and the tourists, and to Rome to perforin for these stories have been condensed.
Even so, this gives a taste of the many
Pope John Paul II.
sorrow of closing it eight years later.
"We've had the pleasure of becommeaningful romantic relationships
We built a house together and raised
that formed at The College of
our family in it."
ing parents, and raising two wonderis
Wooster.
now
life
ful
whom
beings,
their
human
of
Vodrey,
one
According to
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Chocolate Daze melt winter blues Love doctors prescribe a
4

t

Taylor Swope
Staff Writer

dose

For this weekend only, Wooster
will become a chocolate metropolis.

.
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non-pro-

Dear Dr. Tenderhart and
.
Danger Prince,
My man just got back from the
Navy and I want to give him a
welcome,
warm homecoming
something more than a cake and
card. Any suggestions?
SOS
Q

Wooster Chocolate Daze, which
was held for the firsfc.time last year,
has how become anjannual town
'
event. :. ' '
y
two-daThe
experience features L
local businesses around town.
Participating locations will display
"Chocolate Stoprf signs in their windows.
These signs will invite
passersby to come in and sample a
diverse variety of sweet treats that
the stores will offer throughout the
weekend event.
Each business has chosen its own
chocolate theme for the day, some of
which feature dark chocolate, white
chocolate, and even chocolate milk.
"Retailers asked last year if we
could do a promotional event in the
winter because it's a slow time," said
Sandra Hull, Director of Main Street
Wooster, a
organization
that supports local businesses downIllustration by Andy Maloney.
town.
According to Hull, the success of Wooster's newest businesses, the
the first Chocolate Daze last winter Bead Cafe.
proved that this is an event that can
The shop offers customers the
chance to make beaded jewelry, such
help businesses attract more cusas bracelets, necklaces, earrings and
tomers in the winter months.
"We always knew chocolate would rings, as well as adding beaded elements to bags, purses and clothes.
get people to come out," she said.
Vera
According to
During the event, local merchants
can showcase their businesses while Yardley, there will be Harry and
offering enticing treats to old and London buckeyes for customers to
choose from, as well as a prize drawnew customers who stop in.
The staff of Pottery Art Studio, ing for a bead party for four guests.
"The party has a $60 retail value
including store owner Lynn Thomas,
and we will provide basic instruction
has prepared gift baskets of pottery
if needed," she said.
trinkets to give away during the fesShe also expressed her excitement
tivities.
"We have candy kisses, a storybook
about being part of Main Street
princess, a castle and a frog," she Wooster and the newest business to
said. "We will also be having a enter the community.
"The reception that customers
chocolate giveaway in the store."
have given us has been overwhelmAnother familiar downtown business will be getting in on the ing. We are so delighted."
Chocolate Daze 2007 is sponsored
Chocolate Daze action as well:
Freelander's Department is giving by Main Street Wooster Inc. and the
Wooster Weekly News. It will be
away a Verizon Wireless Chocolate
phone as a technological take on the held this weekend, Friday, Feb. 16
and Saturday, Feb. 17, from 10 a.m. -weekend's theme.
5 p.m. It is free and open to the
Chocolate Daze will also give people a chance to discover one of public.
".-
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Fun Facts about Chocolate:
Chocolate is America's favorite flan
or. In a survey, 52 of adults ranketfi
hocolate as their favorite flavor.
Vanilla and berry flavors came in sec
ond; they were tied at 12.
prefer
of chocolate-eater- s
65
milk chocolate to all other flavors ofl
ihe sweet treat
On average, each American eata
about 1 1.64 lbs. of chocolate per year,
Chocolate)
accordingv
the
to
i
Manufacturers Association.
US. chocolate makers use about
B.5 million lbs. of whole milk everw
Lay to make chocolate.
The word "chocolate" comes froni
tthe Aztec term chocolatl meaning
The emperor
warm liquid".
t
I
Montezuma allegedly drank mora
thari 50 servings of the Aztec version
nf hot chocolate every day.
' About 1,000 locations around tlv
country currently produce chocolate
and cocoa products.
They employ
people.
pround 43,000
W

m

1

Source: http:news.thomasnef
comIMTarchives200502achod

BabcockHall:
Ye Ngwe'10

Polly Weigand '09

Program Houses:
Katie Moyes '09

Kenarden Lodge.
Amanda Bailey '08
,

Dear Sleepless,
Studies have shown that girls
respond best to
behavior rather than direct confrontation.
Probably the best course of action
is to take up
Invest in some quality rubber
sheets and boots as this plan might
not work right away.
Also, you seem to be under the
mistaken impression that girls have
A

passive-aggressi-

,

Y

""

"7

I

Ha.
Cam McBrearty '07
Ian Marty '08

1

I

I
j

i

AlexHaase'10

ve

bed-wetti- ng.

y

Jorma Hake '10
.

Dear Dr. Tenderhart and
Q
Danger Prince,
My girlfriend snores like none
other. It's keeping me up all night,
but I think it would hurt her feelings if I brought it up as an issue.
How can I get her to stop without
making her feel bad?
Sleepless in Wooster

'""

Wagner Hall:

HoldenHall:

Dear SOS,
A
This one is easy.
All you have to do is seductively
hand him a dime, drop your robe to
reveal the Heart of the Ocean dangling dangerously close to your
treasure chest and ask him to draw
you wearing "this and only this."
Don't worry if he's never taken an
art class before; it's safe to assume
that if he's been away at sea he's
picked up all sorts of new hobbies.
On second thought, you should
probably wear a lifejacket, too.
Remember that it's not important
how he draws you, but the fact that
he draws you.

olate fix.html?tarchive

RESIDENTS OF THE WEEK
For the week of Feb. 14

Luce Hall:
Katie Guminey '08

of romantic advice

-- i

feelings instead of icy black vortexes
that suck in unwary souls.

Dear Dr, Tenderhart and
Danger Prince,
I was saving myself for Anna
Nicole Smith and now that she's
gone I'm terrified that I'm
to die a virgin.
Anna taught me how to love and
since her death my life has been
meaningless.
The small chance of ui finding
each other was the only thing
keeping me going.
Starving For Smith
Q

de-tin-

ed

1

Dear Smithy,
A
You are so not alone in your
affection for Miss Smith. Many-a-nig- ht
have we spent dreaming of
slack-jawpillow talk from Anna
ed

Nicole.

It seems to us that she lived her life
like a candle in the wind and that her

candle burned out long before her
legend ever did.
However, we can't grieve forever
over this unspeakable loss, can we?
We recommend you substitute
your next 39 days of food for
TRIMSPA in honor of the 39 years
of her life. As your body craves
nutrients, it will gorge itself on your
feelings of emptiness.
Until the desired effect is achieved,
we advise you that Star Jones
Reynolds and Rosie O'Donnell are
still with us and worthy of your
affections.
,

,

Dr. Tenderhart and Danger Prime,
advisors in the art of love, will tvntinue
to advise the campus weekly in the Voice
purposes only. If yon
have a romantic quandary for them to
solve, let them know! They can be

for entertainment

tacted at dale.rander08wwister.edH
and vchorbajian09wooster.edu.

Zachary Tenderhart obtained his
Associates Degree from Akron Community
College. In 2006 he presented his thesis
"What's Love Got To Do With Me?" at the
International Conference on Eroticism held
in Zurich.
Dr- -

Prince Danger Prince (not a pseudonym) obtained his Ph.D in Lovin'ology and
his BS in Advising from Hamburger
University. He has toured the Disney
World giving lectures, saving relationships
1
il and selling eels. He is the author of the
popular essay on sexual theory: "No Matter How Far You
Dr.

y-

Run,

I

Will Hunt You Down."
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hakespeareari twist to be
"Goodnight, Desdemona (Good Morning, Juliet)" is directed by Professor Shirley

and

y

Huston-Findle-

will

star Wooster students.

It is

scheduled

to perform in

Freedlander Theatre from Feb. 22 24.
pointed out that although the play is
very much a comedy, "it calls into
question gender identity," as questions of gender and sexuality are
woven into the plot in a way that may
challenge what the audience has pre-

Maureen Hochman
Voice Staff
Fear not, Wooster students, anothis coming
soon. "Goodnight Desdemona (Good
Morning, Juliet)" will be performed
at Freedlander Theater from Feb. 22

er theater production

--

.

viously accepted."
casting in
is cross-gend- er
the play, which allows the audience to

There

2k

see the essence of the characters and

The plot revolves around an assistant professor at Queen's University,

hi

Constance Ledbelly (Rachel Fichter
'07), who has a theory that
Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet"
and "Othello" Were actually written
as comedies.
Caught up in her own world, she is
suclted into the plays and alters them
by her presence, allowing the audience to see what the plays would be
like if the events had been different.
At its core the play is "the journey
of a young woman towards
according to Director and
Assistant Professor of Theatre
Shirley Huston-FindleHuston-Findle- y
chose this play
because "it was just time for a comedy," she said.
The theatre department has done
several darker works, such as
"Nocturne" and "King Lear." This
d.
production is more
While the script alludes to some of
Shakespeare's, most famous works,
one needn't be extremely familiar
with them to find humor in
"Goodnight Desdemona." There are
several levels of comedy, considering
the Shakespearean jokes written into

ft

f

non-Colle- ge

.

'

i

i

'

.(

-

recognize similarities between the
multiple characters of each actor.
Tickets are $9 for adults and $6 for
children, senior citizens, faculty, staff,
of Wooster stuand
dents.
For more information, contact the
box office at Freedlander Theatre
(329 E. University Street) at

;

330-263-22-

41.

,

CAST

"Goodnight, Desdemona
(Good Morning, Juliet)"

self-discover- y,"

i

Rachel Fichter
Constance Ledbelly

y.
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Kieran Welsh-PhilliDesdemona, Ramona, Mercutio, the
Servant

"Goodnight, Desdemona (Good Morning, Juliet)"
The cast of the Shakespeare-esqu- e
'07, Rachel Fichter '07, Alex
rehearses on the set. From far left are Kieran Welsh-Phillip- s
courtesy
OPI).
Gauvin '08 and Patrick Midgley '07 (Photo

ps

Alex Gauvin '08

ps

much trying to play into stereotypes
not representative of reality."
"Goodnight Desdemona (Good
Morning Juliet)" is a "romp of a
comedy with a poignant message,"
added its director.
In regards to the play having a
feminist undertone, Huston-Findle- y

The fact that all but the leading
actress will be playing multiple roles
allows the actors to do something
other than get to the heart of their
who has
characters.
also performed in "King Lear" and
"All My Sons" at The College of
Wooster, commented,
"It's very
Welsh-Phillips,

--

the script.
"You can take everything at face
value, which is kind of the point of
the play and where a lot of the jokes
theatre major
come from," said
'07, who can
Kieran Wclsh-I'liillibe seen play the roles of Desdemona,
Ramona, Mercutio and the servant.

light-hearte-

Romeo, Iago, the Chorus, the Ghost

Patrick Midgley
Othello, Tybalt, the
Juliet's nurse

Professor,

Megan Liber
Juliet, the Student, the Soldier

Woo Inn spotlights world wines 49th Grammy Awards
;

The Wooster Inn currently offers a

class on the basics of wine tasting, taught by Chef Ken Bogucki

four-pa- rt

Winner Predictions

49th Annual Grammy
Awards aired last Sunday.
Performers
ranged from
Christina Aguilera to the
Police, and the gowns ranged
The

Justine McCullough
Arts Editor
,

Last Thursday, The Wooster Inn
held session two of its' current 'wine
tasting class. OjSen to College of
Wooster students', slaff and faculty
as well as the general public, the
class is taught by Executive Chef
and General Manager Ken Bogucki,
who is presently studying to become
a wine expert, more formally known
as Master Sommelier.
At the second class, Chef Ken
guided students of the sauce
through Red Wines of the New
World, which included countries
with major vine industries outside of
the
areas of Europe
that are able to export their wines to
the United States. These countries
included, in addition to the United
States (California, Oregon and Ohio),
South Africa, Australia, Chile and
New Zealand. The terroir, or entire
environment of a country, determines the quality of the wine produced.
The tour of the New World began
in Ohio with a 2001 Firelands
Cabernet Sauvignon. From there we
moved quickly to California and experienced a Rendezvous Rose, IVirano
Estate Petite Sirah, Tres Sabores
Cabernet Sauvignon and a Rockledge
Primitivo that Chef Ken noted costs
about $.r0 per bottle. The class measured the brightness, color, aroma and
finish (final taste). Of this assortment,
I most preferred the Petite Sirah.
This wine possessed a medium clarity,
with a bright color. The burning I felt
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from be'autific to horrific.
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tri-colo-
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Illustration by Eric Richardson.
in the middle of my tongue as the
wine slid across it was the result of its

high alcohol content, according to
Chef Ken. Scrawled on the margin of
my wine handout is a handwritten
note, "Waves of yumminess. Slight at
beginning, great finish." Yum.
Four different pinot noirs were
featured hi the class, and Chef Ken
noted that, due to the 2001- Film
"Sideways," "crappy" pinot noir is all
too common. My personal favorite of
the pinot noirs was the Rivers Edge
2005 from Oregon. Wines from
Oregon, Chef Ken said, are similar to
-

Meditate weekly, clear your head
"--

1

I

.

1

wine-produci- ng

.

,

The Dixie Chicks walked away
from the Grammy Awards as the
winners,
taking
home Five awards. Winning four
Grammys were The Red Hot Chili
Peppers, followed by Mary J. Blige
with three
Locally, College of Wooster
Professor of Music Jack Gallagher
was awarded with the Grammy for
Best Instrumental Solo Performance
with an Orchestra for the album
"Oiseaux Exotiques."
Nelly Furtado may not have won,
or even been nominated for a
Grammy, but she was second in line
for Ugliest Dress. Her fraudulent
white and blue frock had more in
common with a pile of crepe paper
j streamers
discarded after a sorority
formal than an evening gown.
Winning the Ugliest Dress category
by a landslide was Imogen Heap,
I II., girl, you should he heard and
most certainly not seen.
The cjay before the Grammy
Achievement
Lifetime
awards,
Awards were presented to the fol- -'
lowing artists: folk singer Joan Baez,
Booker T. & The MG's, opera singer
Maria Callas, jazz innovator Omette
Coleman, classic rockers the Doors,
the classic jam band Grateful Dead,
and Western swing musician Bob
Wills.
most-decorat-

q

,

I was wrong about Album of the,
Year, predicting that the Grammy
would go to Justin Timberlake for
FutureSexLoyeSounds. It was
actually won hyhe Dixte Chicks '
'
for Taking the Long Way.
The Chicks also won Song of the
Year for "Not Ready to Make
Nice," as I had predicted.
I predicted that Christina
Aguilera would win the award for
Best Female Pop Vocal
Performance with "Ain't No Other
Man," and she didn't let me down.
Now that Britney practically needs
to be watered every day, I'm riding
e.
the Xtina train
The
dirrrty songtress has transformed
from an angsty slutina with a
weave to a classy platinum-blond- e
icon. Talk about a comeback.
I also h! the mark with Best
Rock Song, which went to the Red
Hot Chili Peppers for last summer's rock anthem "Dani
California."
Best Urban Alternative
Performance went to the talented,
duo Gnarls Barkley
genre-defyifor "Crazy."
I was horrified that Justin
Timberlake and T.I. won Best
RapSung Collaboration for "My
Love." Next year, Akon. Next year.
My prediction that Carrie
Underwood would win Best New
Artist was correct. In 2006, the
American Idol winner turned country crooner released "Some Hearts,"
which was the third-be- st
selling
Billboard album of that year.

'

'

;

those

of

New Zealand because

they

have similar lines of latitude.
Fun facts: The purpler the wine, the
younger it is. New Zealand is the
southern-mo- st

producer of wine on

the planet. New World red wines do
not age well. If you have a red wine

drink it!
The theme of the first class, held on
Thursday, Feb. 1, was White Wines
Around the World. Last night's wine
class focused on wines of Italy and
Germany. The final session, scheduled
for Feb. 22, will focus on French and
Spanish wines.
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John Turck Trio plays at Seattle's

The John Turck Trio (John
Turck, A.J. Barnes and Danny
played last Saturday
Cashin)

1

I

V'

O

evening at Seattle's Coffee House,
131 North Market Street, Wooster.

(t

The band describes their sound
as "a piano, snare drum and bass

guitar pushed down a staircase."
This concoction of style is best
characterized by a lead singer

v

--

Pit!

-

whose voice closely resembles that

of Plush blended with sounds
ranging from Dave Matthews Band
to Phil Collins.
'

"Sitting on Fridays" is a weekly meditation session that
explores how Buddhism can be applied to one's life.
Sponsored by Interfaith Campus Ministries, it is held from
4:30 - 5:45 each Friday (Photo by Katharine Tatum).

'Based in Columbus, Ohio, the
Trio plays at a range of venues
throughout the state, with upcoming shows in Johnstown (The Pub,
Feb. 21) and Dayton (Walnut Hills,
Mar. 23).
(Photo by Justine McCullough)
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Two swimmers going to Nationals Track individuals impress
. r:
o
r.
Championship
at 11o s
ParcAn
Carson Carey
voice staff

I

Last weekend proved to be an exciting three days of swimming for the
Fighting
Scots at the NCAC
Championships. The team traveled to
Canton, Ohio to compete from Feb.
and came away breaking several
school records as well as qualifying two
swimmers for the NCAA Div. Ill
National Championships.
Overall, the men finished fourth
place in the conference with a total of
808 points, behind Kenyon (1,643),
Denison (1,514) and Wabash (998).
The women finished fifth with 739.5
points, behind Kenyon (1,635.5),
Denison (1,555.5), Wittenberg (847.5)
and Allegheny (800).
Brandon DuGar "07 turned in a
strong performance in the 100 butterfly.
The performance earned him a mark in
the school record book and a trip to the
"NCAA Championships. DuGar swam
the event in 51.31, breaking Stan
McDonald's '81 1979 mark of 51.67.
He will travel to Houston, Texas on
Mar. 15 to swim the event again at the

Ill' National

Championships.

The other NCAA qualifier was Eric
Babbitt '10. He swam the 200 butterfly
in a time, of 1:54.96, which was good
enough for fourth place. The time was
second fastest in school history. Babbitt
also turned in a solid sixth place finish
in the 100 butterfly (52.37).
Other individual school record break-

ers were Ryan Radtke '10 and Mateo
Chinchilla '08. Radtke set his record
with a 12th place finish in the 200 individual medley (1:58.74), which bested
Mark Priuss' '79 1979 standard of
1:59.12. Chinchilla set his mark with a
ninth place finish in the 200 breast-stro(2: 1 1 .66), which bested Ted Ay's
2:11.73 in 1988. In addition, the 400
medley relay team of Logan LaBerge
ke

1

A
J All-Ohi-

:

Johann Weber
Voice Staff
"

The indoor track teams have been
busy this season, filling their short

8-- 10,

NCAA Div.

--

1

--

invitational
season with
meets
around the state.
Last week they traveled to Oberlin
for the Oberlin Invitational on Friday,
Feb. 9, followed immediately by the
io
Championships on Feb. 10.
The Men's team ended the
Invitational third of six teams, while
the Women's team finished sixth of
six teams.
Key performances
at Oberlin
included Tim Presto '07 and Terry
Workman '10 in the mile, finishing
first and second, as well as Averell
Gatton'09 finishing second in the
triple trump and third in the high
jump, and Chris Goodness '08 finishing third in the pole vault.
Scoring high points for the women
were Kayla Miller '09 finishing second in the high-jum- p,
KateLynn
Riley '10 finishing third in the 55
yard hurdles and Sara Wiswell '10
taking third in the pole vault.
Ashley Baker '08 explained that
inclement weather has been making
training hard so far thisseason.
"The invitational went well but was
used as a practice for most runners,"
said Baker, "as we were unable to use
the high school this past week
because of Wooster High School
being closed."
io
championships,
The
which offer spots to the top 12 representatives of each event in the state,
saw some impressive feats from
Wooster athletes.
"Tristan Jordan '08 did an amazing
at
job in the triple-jum- p
All-Oh-

Elaine Coladarci '10 finished 19th in the
(Photo by Katharine Tatum).
'

10, Andrew Olsen '09, Daniel Noble '07
and DuGar broke the record set in
2005, with a fourth place finish in the

and Bittner' were
fourth in the 400 medley relay (4:03.9 ).
Bittner,
Case and
Amanda Bailey '08 were fourth in the
400 freestyle relay (3:41.67).
Bailey turned in a ninth place finish
in the 1650 freestyle (18:35.70), and was
also ninth in the 400 individual medley
'
(4:46.64). Syd Kelly '10 swam to a ninth
place finish in the 100 breaststrpke
(1:10.1 1), and also took 10th in the 200
breaststroke (2:30.95).
Other top finishers for the men
included DuGar, who finished 10th in
the 50 freestyle (22.04), Chinchilla and
Olsen, who finished ninth and 10th in
the 100 breast-strok(1:00.10, 1:00.38)
and Matt Domihski '08, who turned in
a 10th place finish in the 200 butterfly.
Only one tournament remains for the
Kibler-Campb-

ell

1

Kibler-Campbe-

event (3:31.97). The team of LaBerge,
Olsen, DuGar and Kyle Oaks '08 also
broke a record in the 200 medley relay,
with a third place finish (1:36.89), which
shattered the previous mark from 2000.,
The highest overall finish of anyone
over the three day event belonged to
diver Julie Pinzur '09. Pinzur earned
second place in the three meter diving
competition, accumulating
310.55
points. Fellow diver Caitlin- McNulty
'10 finished right behind her in third
-

place (299.15).
Other notable results for the, women
included several relay teams. Molly
'10,
Bittner '09, Allie
Denise Koessler '08 and Alice Case '10
Kibler-Campb-

backstroke

200-met- er

ll,

e

ell

took fourth in the 200 freestyle relay
(1:40.57); Kate Kosenick '10, Case,

Scots, the Kenyon Invitational, which is

tomorrow at

1

1

a.m.

All-Oh-

all-Oh-

io,

NHL is not a wealing

(

'Y

the

XS

fourth-be-

st

sport in America.
The ' NHL first
jTCSweeney. t0ok itself out of
the public eye for
an entire year thanks to the lockout.
In all honesty, the NHL did a good
job coming out of the lockout. They
settled on what seems like a' reasonable salary cap. Most importantly, they
got rid of ties. Now all games will end
in eithej- - sudden death overtime or a
shoot out.
However, the downfall of hockey
will not be because of the lockout, it
will be because of their terrible TV
deal. The NHL turned down an offer
from ESPN in favor of the Outdoor
Life Network (OLN). OLN offered
significantly more money than ESPN
did, so on paper, the deal looks good.
But if everything played out on
paper there would be no upsets and
the NHL were idiots for accepting a
deal from a network that does not
have a national audience like ESPN.
OLN is nowhere in Cleveland and I
can'J imagine many people outside of
Canada and Michigan had ever heard
of the channel before the NHL signed
a deal witli it (thus bringing the channel to hockey markets).
The city of Buffalo didn't get the
channel until the first week of the
Stanley Cup playoffs. Buffalo is a diehard hockey town and yet they didn't
even get the channel that their team
was playing on. That's what you call
1

.

j
M

pitiful.
Now, say the NI 1L signs with ESPN

for less money. It doesn't matter,
because they make up all of that
money in exposure. ESPN and ABC
would have promoted hard core for
the NHL When a company of networks invests millions in covering a
sport, they are going to make sure
people watch it.
Why would ABC advertise for the
NHL you ask? Well, for those of you
who don't know, ABC and ESPN are

leaping over 44 feet to take first
place," said Seth Stuck '08.
Jordan's jump was over a foot
and was
longer than the runner-u- p,
record.
inches
the
school
off
only 5.5
In addition, to Jordan, Wooster saw
r
several other strong finishes.
'l? finished sixth in the triple
jump. Bryan Albani '10 finished third
in the 55 hurdles, and became the second person in Wooster history to
break eight seconds in the event.
Rick Drushal '07 again had a strong
showing, finishing seventh in the
shot put.
The women were represented by
Ali Drushal '09, who placed fifth in
the pole vault competition.
Athletes explain that indoor season
exists mostly as preparation for the
outdoor season, which commences in
March and continues until May.
"The thing about indoor track is
that it's really just a chance to get a
solid foundation in for the conference
meet at the end of the outdoor season. Coach Rice really puts us to
work these first few weeks, and many
of us won't see the results until later
down the line this year," said Stuck.
"We also don't have the luxury of
our own practice facility and must
practice at the high school every
other night and we don't have a long
jump pit, pole vault pit or adequate
high jump facilities to practice our
specialty events. So considering our
circumstances, we are doing fairly
well. Indoor is basically a chance for
us to get in shape for outdoor," says
Eric-Dye-

Baker.

Next up for the track team is the

Greater Cleveland Championships
16 in Berea, Ohio and the
Kenyon Invitational in Gambier, Ohio
on Feb. 23.
Feb.

Men's tennis set to kick off season

(3Mii:0'WlIC'

I want to talk about something that
doesn't get much coverage anymore.
A sport that, in the last three years,
has fallen out of the eyes of the
American people. So far that America
only has three big sports. That's'
right, the NHL.
American hockey is now officially a
joke and if things continue as they are,
in three years the
Arena
Football
League (AFL) will
replace the NHL as

;

bles honors the last two seasons.
Hickey should also be; a key singles
player for the Scots, posting an. 11-record last season while competing
in second through fifth singles.
Another strong returning doubles
pair is Grant D'Augustine '08 and
Pat Grab '09. The pair shined in doubles play last season, beginning the
year in third doubles where they finished with a 2 record before getting moved up to second doubles
where they went 4.
The pair's excellent chemistry led
them to a 1 conference record last
season. The southpaw D'Augustine
has an excellent return game while
Grab has a blistering serve and
strong net play. The pair should
become a fixture in the second doubles spot and improve on their 16-- 9
record from last season.
D'Augustine should also make a
difference in singles, where he went
10-- 1
last season while competing in
the three to five spots. Meanwhile
Grab appears to have the' inside track
on the vacated sixth singles spot.
Grab had an impressive 4 record in
as well as
singles play as a first-yea- r,
a 0 record in sixth singles.
Several other Scots could compete
for time, including Joe Chamberlin
'07, Chris Collen '09, Jeremy
Dominik '09 and Andrew Garnett
'08. The Scots also have one
unknown: Ben Edwards '10.
The third doubles team is up in the
air, but it will likely feature Dan
Fleszar '07, who has been a fixture in
Scots doubles for years. Sam Hickey
'09 has the inside track on being
paired with Fleszar after the two put
up a 5 record last season.
The outlook for the Scots this year
is good as their experience and talent
should carry them to no worse than a
third place finish in the NCAC.
While a conference championship
may be an unreasonable goal, the
Scots can hope to take a match or two
from Denison or Kenyon. The Scots
open their season tomorrow at
Wabash.
,

11

owned by the same company, Disney.
Why do you think ESPN does an
annual show at Disneyland? Or that
you see ESPN analysts on ABC for
some of the big games?
So in essence, the NHL could have
signed a deal with one of the big four
networks (ABC) and ESPN thus gee-tin-g
them national exposure in markets (like Cleveland) who do not have a
NHL team. What did they do instead?
Place themselves in a black hole
known as the OLN.
I've been told last year was an
explosive year for the NHL, one of the
most exciting ever. But if a tree falls
deep in the middle of the woods,
nobody will hear it if they aren't
around. Too bad the NHL placed itself
in the middle of the woods.
The AFL is smart, they were
already on NBC, a major network, and
now they just signed a deal with
ESPN and ABC.
T
'
:
X
More importantly, they pushed back
their kickoff day to the first weekend
in March, instead of the bye week
Brian Ebbitts '07 took home
honors as both a sinbetween the NFL conference championship games and the Super Bowl. Just gles and doubles player last season. He looks to duplicate
because the NFL doesn't play that those results this year (Photo courtesy OPI).
weekend, media day dominates.
Leading the team will be Will
Already I've seen at least 20 adverNick Holt
last seaand
'07. A
ABC
Morrison
tisements for the AFL on
Sports Editor
I
held
his
for
own in first
ESPN.
haven't seen any
the
son, Morrison
in
While you would never know from singles last season, finishing
lowly NHL.
basoverall. The
2
first singles and
The AFL is like football with
the weather, The College of Wooster
ketball scores. It is high scoring and men's tennis season is just around
man in second singles will likely be
Dave Albrechta '08 who finished 4
exciting. Many football fans will catch the corner. Expectations are high
on, especially if it is on every week on this season, as the team returns all in second singles and 0 overall.
but one player from last year's 12-- 9,
Another key player for the Scots is
a major network. Too bad those casual hockey fans can't access their sport.
Brian Ebbitts '07. His 3 record in
3 NCAC squad. The Scots have finHere is the ultimate proof that ished third in the NCAC the past two the third and fourth singles was
ESPN carries more weight tha,n the seasons. With their only loss being
important to the Scot,s last season on
OLN. Game One of the Stanley Cup
honorable
former sixth singles staple Tim his way to
finals, the pinnacle of the NHL, was
Wyatt '06, the Scots appear to be mention honors. Ebbitts is also a
outdrawn by Game One of the poised to 'take the next step into the tremendous doubles player, posting a
0
tennis teams in the
career record in doubles,
College World Series the SOFTBALL upper-echelWorld Series. Guess what network NCAC and compete against national- - including a 3 record in first doucarried softball? Yep, ESPN.
powers Denison University and bles with partner Ted Hickey '08.
C
dou
If ESPN can beat hockey with soft-baKenyon College.
The pair has taken
it will only be a matter of time
2006-200- 7
SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
before they demolish it with the AFL.
A group of faculty and staff are available to confidentially assist survivors of, or those who know survivors of, sexual assault.
The only way to stop it is to bring
For assistance please contact:
hockey out of the woods and back
onto the major networks.
Ext. 8319
Longbrake
Nancy Anderson
However, it doesn't seem like anyExt. 8347
Kauke 005
Mary Bader
one will be watching the NHL any- Ext. 8543
Shirley IIuston-Findlc- y
WishartU8
time soon. They just signed a
Ext. 8301
Dianna Rhyan
The Lilly House
Ext. 8808
Carroll Meyer
extension with OLN.
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Chris 'Holt takes me to Cars vs. Lakers
and I don't even write about it" Siveeney

a sports editor for the Voice.
hint CSweenry08wooster.edu.
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Students may also call the College counselorsmedical staff at Ext. 8319 or a
Campus Minister at Ext. 8608. To report an assault, contact the Wooster City
Police at 91 1 (emergencies) or (330)
or Campus Security at Ext. 8S90.
Rnr information, please access: http:www.wooster.edupolicies.
(
864-33-
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Scot men in tight race with Wittenberg for NCAC crown
then hit two free throws, scoring all

Chris Sweeney
Sports Editor

eight of the Scots' points

For the 1th year in a row, The
13-College of Wooster (20-- 3,
men's basketball team has a
in
season under its belt. The Scots' 20th
win didn't come easily, holding on
down the stretch for a nail biting 68-6- 3
road decision against NCAC foe
Wabash College 4,
The win, combined with a shake up
in the top five of the D3hoops.com
national poll, allowed the Scots to
move up one spot to No. 4 in the
nation with 550 points. Wittenberg
also moved up
University (20--3, 12-a spot to No. 6,
Amherst College (23-held the

throws.
Port led the team with 23 points
and 10 rebounds for his third double-doub- le
of the season and 16th of his
career. Port also hit the 1,600-poi- nt
milestone (1,607) becoming the third
Scot player to do so in his career.
James Cooper '08 followed with 17
and Bidwell added a strong effort of
14 points and seven rebounds.
Both teams had 39 rebounds, but
the difference came from the three-poi- nt
mark. Wooster shot 34.8 percent to Wabash's 18.2 percent.
The Scots were set to play a road
game against Kenyon College (10-1- 3,
on Wednesday night. The snow
storm delayed the game till
Thursday night, making it unavailable at press time.
Wooster hosts Ohio Wesleyan
5)
for the season
University (15-- 8,
finale tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in
Timken Gymnasium. The final home
game of the year also marks senior
day, where the Scot seniors will be
recognized for their careers.
The Bishops cannot move from
third place in the conference, but they
can spoil the Scots' title hopes by
knocking them off and give themselves momentum heading into the
NCAC tournament.
Ohio Wesleyan is not to be overlooked. In addition to having a formidable team, last year Wooster went
into Delaware (Ohio) 23-- 1 ranked No.
in the nation and the Bishops handed them a 86-8- 3
loss on. the final
game of the season. The Scots do not
want a repeat of last year, especially
when the NCAC title is stifl up for
grabs.

just

under two minutes.
Wabash increased the gap back to
six until the Scots cut in once more.
After two Brandon Johnson '09 free
throws made it a
5
game, Tom
Port '07 hit a lay-u- p to tie the game at
27. Wabash regained the lead, but not
for long, as Wooster took its first lead
of the game on the next possession
thanks to a Port three.
The Scots began to pull away to as
much as five with a minute to go, but
the Little Giants fought back making
'
it 6 Wooster at the half.
Both teams were deadlocked for the
first three minutes of the second half.
Wooster went on a 2
But at 2,
run to seize a 51-advantage and
held it for most of the game. Up 60-5- 4,
Wooster saw their once six point
lead vanish over the next two minutes
as Wabash mounted a 0 run to take
the lead.
Bidwell came through once more,
and then sinkhitting a three-point- er
ing the ensuing free throw to put the
Scots up 64-6Two possessions
later, Wabash hit two free throws
with just 1:52 left. But Evan Will '08
converted a lay-u- p
on the next possession to keep it a three-poi- nt
game

1
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"who, Kilt
tile oat
son dropped them. to No. 3.
Point (20-returned to the
top spot followed by the defending
national champion Virginia Wesleyah
College (21-at No. 2.
Wooster,
more
importantly,
remains one game ahead of
Wittenberg for the top spot in the
NCAC. .With two games left, any
combination of two Wooster wins or
Wittenberg losses will clinch the
ht
Scots their
NCAC reg-ul- ar
season title and home field
advantage throughout the NCAC
tournament.
Against Wabash, Wooster found
themselves down 0 early and eventually down as much as 10 with nine
minutes left till halftime. The Scots
quickly erased the deficit off of

nrtiuLe

UW-Steve- ns

2)

7--

3)
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"

"V..

third-straig-

threes

ck

Bidwell '09, making it

Marty

by
23-1-

Bidwell

9.

).

(66-63-

Wabash had four chances to tie, but
went scoreless. Off of their final
r,
missed
Chase Haltom
of Wabash chased down the rebound
with 5.2 seconds left and called a time
out. The only problem was that the
Little Giants were out of time outs,
allowing Devin Faulk '08 to go to the
line and ice the game with two free
three-pointe-

6--

back-to-ba-

9--

Brandon Johnson '09 and the Scots are just two wins away from
the NCAC title (Photo by Mac Buehler).

winning

1

Wooster women looking for revenge against Wittenberg in finale
be the final score.
eight ties.
The Scots started slowly, with three
Wenz led the way for the Scots with
turnovers and two missed shots on 19 points on 7 shooting, including
their first five possessions. Wooster
6 from behind the arc and added on
finally got on the board thanks to a six rebounds.
jump-sh- ot
by Kym Wenz '10 with
Carly Loerke '07 had a strong
16:37 left in the first period.
game, leading the team in
The Scots recorded the biggest lead rebounds (7) and assists (3), while
of the half when Wenz knocked down scoring 17 points on 9 shooting.
er
a
to put the Scots up Winnie Adrien '10 chipped in with 1
five at the 12:52 mark.
points and five rebounds while shoot- Unfortunately, the Terriers fired ing 6 on the day.
back, taking advantage of 13 Scot
The Scots enter the week with A
.turnovers to fight back, and the score chance to clinch their first winning
was tied with 2:13 remaining until
season since 1992-9- 3.
halftime.
As of press time, the Scots were
It appeared that the period would tied for fifth place in the NCAC.
end in a tie, but Wenz again came However, that is no longer true. The
knocked down a three-point- er
off an contest against fellow fifth-plaOhio
assist from Maria Gonzalez '07 with Wesleyan University (13-1- 0,
6
just four seconds left in the half to NCAC) was moved from Feb. 14 to
Feb. 15. The results were unavailable
give Wooster a 5 lead.
Head Coach Lisa Honiara must have at jxvss time, 'flie Scots upset the
said something right at halftime, as
Bishops 62-5- 7 earlier this season.
the Scots came out of the locker room
The Scots close out the regular seaon fire, scoring on six of their first son at home against second-plac- e
seven possessions of the second half.
Wittenberg University (13-- 9, 10-- 4
The Scots never let go of the lead NCAC) tomorrow at 2 p.m. Wooster
shooting a blistering 52 percent from will be looking for revenge against
the field and 50 percent from three-poi- nt the Tigers after losing to them 71-range for the half. A pair of free on Dec. 9.
throws by Beth Besancon Sidle '07
Before tomorrow's game, the Scot
with 12 seconds remain brought the seniors will be recognized for their
score to 0,
which would prove to careers.
5--

The College of Wooster

8- -6

(13-1- 0,

NCAC) women's basketball team
stayed .in the hunt for a fourth-plafinish in the NCAC this week with a
big win over Hiram College 7,
NCAC)
The Scots came into Hiram saddled
with a two game losing streak, but
managed to bust out and come away
with the
0
victory.
Jessica Hope '08 felt the Hiram contest was a key game for the Septs.
"After making a good run through
the conference, it was frustrating, to
drop our last two games " said Hope.
"I give my teammates a lot of credit
for getting xus back on a winning
streak which will hoDefullv carrv Us
through the last two conference
games."
The Scots shooters were hot as
Wooster shot 50 percent from the
field, 81 percent from the charity
stripe and an impressive 42 percent
from behind the three-poi- nt
arc.
Wooster also hit the offensive glass
well, earning 1 1 second-chanpoints, while the Terriers managed
just one.
The first half was a back and forth
battle with seven lead changes and
ce
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Sports Editor
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Jessica Hope

and the Scots are still in the hunt for a home
game in the NCAC tournament (Photo by Mac Buehler).
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Winter NCAC Standings
Men's Basketball
y-1-

.)

y-2-

.)

y-3-

.)

1-4-

.)

Wooster

(13-1-

)

D3hoopi.com Men'i Top 25
ljuW-Steven-

)

(20-3-

Point (20-2- ) (21) (619) (2)
2.) Virginia Wesleyan (21-3- ) (1) (574) (4)
3.) Amherst (23-1- ) (3) (569) (1)
4.) Wooster (20-(550) (5) .
(19-5.)
(495) (8)
6.) Wittenberg (20-3- ) (490) (7)
7.) Mississippi College (20-2- ) (461) (9)
8.) St. Thomas (21-3- ) (437) (3)
9.) Augustana (19-4- ) (433) (10)
10.) Hope (19-3- )
(395) (6)
11.) Washington U. (18-3- )
(373) (11)

Wittenberg (12-2- ) (20-3- )
Ohio Wesleyan ) (15-8- )
) (10-1Allegheny
'
Kenyon
) (10-1(9-5-

(6-8-

I- -

2)

(6-8-

-

z-

-

(9-1-

8)

5)

(7-1- 6)

8)

Oberlin

4)

(8-1-

8)

(3-1- 1)

Men
Race for fourth heats up in NCAC
With each team having two games
left, the NCAC is still up in the air.
12-The College of Wooster (20-controls its own destiny. If the Scots
win out they are the top seed in the
NCAC tournament.
12-Wittenberg University (20-is the only other team who can catch
Wooster. Just a game out, they will
need to win out and hope the Scots
drop at least one of their remaining
two games to force a tie.
Ohio Wesleyan University ( 8,
r)
is hxked in third-plac- e
and w ill host
a quarterfinal game along with
Wooster and WittenlnTg.
The race tor the fourth slot is quite
-tight as Allegheny College (10-1-

3)

UW-Oshkos-

3)

Wabash (6-Earlham (6-z- Hiram (6-9.) Denison (3-- 1 1)(4-18- )
J-

s

(4-1- 9)

AsofFeb.14

4)

h

3,

12)Elmhurst(18-4)(349)(12- )

Women's Basketball
x-l-

.)

1-2-

.)

1-3-

.)

Denison

(13-1-

Wittenberg
Allegheny

)

(19-4- )

(10-4(10-5-

)

(16-7-

)
Kenyon )
Ohio Wesleyan )
i- Wooster (8r6) (13-17. ) Earlham
8. ) Hiram
9 ) Oberlin

z-4-

.)

z-5-

.)

(9-5-

4)

(13-9-

)

)

)

l6.)Whitworth(20-3)(218)(13-

;

(12-11-

(8-6-

(13-1-

0)

0)

(3-1- 2)

(2-1-

2)

(1-1- 3)

As

of Feb.

13.) Worcester Polytech (19-2- ) (245) (20)
14.) Chicago (18-(239) (23)
15.) Aurora (21-2- ) (231) (21)

(4-2- 0)

(6-1- 7)

(6-1- 7)

14

Standinp Key
x- - Clinched NCAC Title
y- - Clinched Home
Quarterfinal Game
z- - Ginched NCAC Tournament Birth
Team (NCAC Record) (Overall Record)
'Standings According to D3hoops.com

17.) Guilford
18.)UW-LaCrosse(!5-7)(177)(2-

19.)
20.)
21.)
22.)
23.)

(19-3-

)

(179) (24)

2)

Occidental (15-5- ) (137) (14)
New York University (17-5- ) (127) (16)
Puget Sound (17-5- ) (126) (18)
Trinity (Conn.) (20-3- ) (1 17) )
(20-3- )
Mary Hardin-Baylo- r
(82) )
24. ) Johns Hopkins (20-3- )
(78) (17)
25. ) Wheaton (111.) (15-7- )
(62) (25)
(--

(--

1

Dropped Out: No. 15 Carthage & No. 19 Ohio
Northern
Poll Key
Team (Record) (No. 1 Votes) (Votes) (Last Week)
"Poll According to D3hoopj.com, as of Feb. 4.
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Right now, Allegheny has the inside
track but a tough road. The Gators
squared off against Iliraiii last night
and then Wittenberg tomorrow.
Hiram is currently in eighth plat e,
but if they upend the Gators they have
a nice shot with ninth place Denison
University ( -1 s, 1 1) tomorrow.
I lowever, the Terriers will need help.
Barring no other upsets, they will need
Karlham to stumble against Oberlin
College

3--

tomorrow.
Kenyon is sitting at fifth, but the
Lords hosted the Scots last night then
(1-- 19,

3--

1

1)

is in

tomorrow. Wabash also

hosted a to)-tw- o
team in Wittenberg
last night. The two should remained
tied going into the season finale in
Kenyon.
But of all the five teams, Earlham
has the easiest road to fourth. The

Quakers hosted Denison last night and
.
head on the road to
Both of
Karlham's opponents are the bottom
two teams in the conference. Even if
Hiram lieats Allegheny, Earlham has
the tiebreaker over the Terriers.
Olx-rlin-

Trinity (Conn.) 62, Amherst 59
The final unlx-atcteam in Div. Ill
fell on the last game of the season, as
Trinity College (20-3- ) handed
Amherst College (23-a 9 defeat.
The win proelled Trinity into the
n

1)

top 25 at No. 22

w hile Amherst
two spots to No. 3.
Midway through the second half,
Trinity trailed 50-- 4 1 . 1 lowever the
Bantams outscored the Lord Jeffs 21-- 9
over the next 10 minutes to tie the
game up at 59. With just four seconds
left in the game and no time on the
shot clock, Patrick Martin drained a
three pointer to give Trinity a three-poi- nt
win over Amherst.
Martin was also the game's leading
scorer w ith
10 assists for
a double-doubl- e.
Trinity will host
.Bowdoin College (15-- 9) and Amherst
will host Bates College (18-in the
quarterfinal round of the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) tournament
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Briefs by Chris Suwniry

Karlham

and liram College
are all deadlocked at
6-- 8)

sixth-plac- e,

9-.-

(i--s),

(10-1- 3,
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Do you

have an itch to
vrite about sports?
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Sports Editors Chris Sweeney '08 and Nick Holt '08 have nine
spring sports to cover, so join the Voce Sports staff.

Contact:
Chris Svvoonoy or Nick Holt
VoiceSportsWooster.edu

,

CSweeney08Wooster.edu or NHolt08Wooster.edu

